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Issued by SWIFT Communication:  
Nhlamulo “Nota” Baloyi comments on Nkululeko n Cultr 
 
Sisters Working in Film And Television (SWIFT) is an advocacy group, we condemn the 
defamation, objectification and bullying that women in the industry continue to be subjected to 
and call on this to STOP.  
 
What Nhlamulo “Nota” Baloyi is doing is harassment, dangerous and tantamount to inciting 
threats on Mihlali’s life.  We commend those that have come forward to support Mihlali and 
Lerato Kganyango following this week’s incidents. We support efforts to ensure they are 
protected from abuse of any nature and that they can demand their dignity. 
 
The entertainment industry in South Africa still has a long way to go in ensuring women’s needs 
are met with regards to equal opportunities, job security and safety from harassment. 
This is prejudice directly related to the mere fact of being a woman and this thinking needs to be 
challenged for modern times. We need to strive to create and live  in a society that values safety 
and equality for all.  
 
Which raises the question, how do we protect women online from harmful speech? With the 
violent climate of our country this content should be removed with urgency. We urge  YouTube 
and Twitter to consider not just the mental strain but physical safety of all South African woman 
as what Nhlamulo “Nota” Baloyi said can be considered as a direct incitement of violence.  
 
SWIFT would like to strongly implore all  South Africans to boycott and block  the profile 
@ThisIsColbert for sharing in hate speech, report the account that has broadcasted the podcast 
on YouTube Nkululeko n Cultr and report Nota’s account on Twitter @lavidaNOTA 
 
SWIFT believes that this kind of content is the genesis of  a new form of Gender-Based Violence   
directed towards women...'violence by public opinion’. Twitter as a digital social broadcaster 
should adhere to all relevant legislation that govern and regulate such issues of hate speech and 
inciting violence against women. 
 
Concerned about sexual harassment in the film & TV industry? Speak to a trained Safety Contact 
Officer for counselling & information email: sco@swiftsa.org.za 
 
To Join SWIFT   
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